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There are cases in which a language would submit
to the influence of another without borrowing: complete
words. It can be asked whether the word for " wheat"
which is found from the Yajurveda onwards, e.g., godhumak
(in the singular in the Satapatha BrShmana) does not owe
its form to such an influence, This word apparently signi-
ficative but having an absurd signification (" smoke of
the cow "), cannot be separated from the Iranian gan&uui^
which being in no way significative, is necessarily the
most ancient. Cannot the deformation undergone by the
word in India be explained by the presence of a word
with the same meaning in Dravidian, Can. godi. Tarn.
kodi, Toda kodj ? One would be inclined to explain, by
an inverse contamination, the double aspect in classical
Sanskrit of the word for " fan "—vijana and vyajana—
alternating in an abnormal way ; it looks as if that a word
expressing the instrument derived from the root of Can.
blsu, Tarn, vieu* Tel. mcu, visaru, and vivn "to swing,
to fan, to blow " was at the time of its introduction into
Sanskrit, formed on th« model now of tij. and now of
vy-aj-.
These diverse aspects, presented by the problem of
loans are not the only ones. There are others in which
non-Munda languages must be counted.
Let us at first come back to the names of animals,
A name which has a good chance of being Indian is that
of the " peacock " and it would be in no way astonishing
if in face of Rv, mayura and in the forms supplied by
Asoka, mora—at Girnar, majura—in the North-West,
majula at Kalsi and Jaugada, we find a group of Dravidian
forms : Tarn, mayil, Can, maylu and ncuril, Tel, moli
Gondi mal. Tfie identity of the names is evident; but
it is difficult to determine the ancient form. If it is

